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Performing Arts
Brief Summary
These degree level courses aim to train, support and develop forward thinking creative individuals ready to
play an active role within arts communities.

These courses believe in the power of creative arts practice in social, emotional and political contexts and the importance of the
role it plays in regional, national and international communities. They will challenge you to engage with and interrogate the arts
as well as encourage and support you to become an independent, well informed and highly skilled Performing Arts graduate.

We recognise and understand that in order to be competitive and active within the arts you are required to be independent,
forward thinking, proactive, flexible and engaged in your practice. You will have the opportunity to engage in skills training and
be directed in numerous live, outward facing performances alongside a continual engagement with academic and theoretical
perspectives.

We have an emphasis on discipline, focus and ambition, coupled with high expectations while you study. Our tutors and team
members comprise working industry professionals and academic specialists across a broad range of disciplines. Our courses are
designed to ensure you are fully prepared for your future career.

Courses in this subject area

Projects

Facilities

 
Careers
Over the years our graduates have pursued various arts related careers finding success in areas such as acting, directing,
producing, stage management, music production, teaching and other arts related roles. The degree level courses offered here in
Performing Arts also assure transferable skills to provide a significant platform to various non-arts based careers such as PR,
Marketing, Recruitment and more.
 
Got a question?

We are on hand to answer any queries you have, so don’t hesitate to contact us.

Phone: 01202 205180
Email: he@thecollege.co.uk
Form: Complete a contact us form
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